TRIPOD MOUNT
AN AMAZING MOUNT!

Now this is super cool! I found this in the USA and I now use this
for many purposes, just see how cool this is!
Here is an item I bought, it cost $13, very cheap indeed from the
USA, and I thought to show you exactly what I use it for. There is
NO WAYS this will cost so little locally, it is basically a 2 in 1.
HERE are a few things I use it for; generally it is MOERSA
versatile vir algemeen jakkals jag.
• CAMERA MOUNT
• WINDOW MOUNT
• FOXPRO CALLER STAND
• NIGHT VISION CHAIR MOUNT
• *******TRAIL CAMERA MOUNT

USES
It has many uses………... for a CAMERA I use with the standard
tripod for taking normal still photos, and is a pretty good height
for normal stuff. Then TRAIL CAMS, I use it often as it’s a good
height as I like to set my cameras knee height. Many of us use a
Foxpro to call at night, I use a Spitfire, it has a tripod thread and
this bipod raises it perfectly above the ground. For car
photography, the WINDOW MOUNT is very nice as the top of the
tripod slides off and you can use it to mount to a glass on a car
window etc, a very nice feature. Then with NIGHT VISION I mount
the binoculars to the window mount on the top of the tripod and
fit it to my shooting chair to get hand free operation while
scanning with my Night Vision binoculars!
Here is a link to the tripod if you need to buy one, at $13 it is a
total bargain, and you won’t match that locally, and remember
you are getting two mounts in one purchase also.

http://www.opticsplanet.net/bushnell-ultra-compact-tripodwith-window-mount-784406c.html

Normal camera mount

Window mount
I thought that this would help others also involved with cameras etc
and photography locally, so included this small gimmick on my
website. It has so many uses.

